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Does A Board Realize What's Needed For The Cybersecurity Of Their Company?
Forbes
In my experience, about 2 in 10 CEOs can provide an explanation of what their chief
information security officer (CISO) does. By comparison, a CEO ...
2018 Proved Highest Funding Year for Cybersecurity
Infosecurity Magazine
Despite a 28% decrease in cybersecurity startups during 2017, global venture capital funding
for cybersecurity rebounded with record high ...
Why security by design and security DevOps are so critical to success
Help Net Security
As companies begin the process, the role of the CISO becomes one of technical accuracy and
governance – ensuring that security control ...
The Role Of A CISO During Digitization
Security Boulevard
The creation of the CISO role was based in reactionary thinking, yet the personalities that
were attracted to this position are not reactionary. They were ...
Expect More SEC Cybersecurity Enforcement This Year
Law360
The SEC is forcing U.S. market participants to address cybersecurity issues through its .... 14,
2018),
The Mondelez legal case could have a huge impact on cyber-attack insurance
Compelo
Here we look at what the cyber-attack involved and examine the implications of the case,
which was filed in October 2018, on the cyber insurance ...

GCHQ sets up all-female cyber-training classes
BBC News
All-female classes in cyber-skills are being set up by the GCHQ intelligence service, in an
attempt to recruit a wider range of online security experts
To stay competitive, MSSPs need to grow and evolve
TechRepublic
"The best MSSPs work side-by-side with their clients, as an extension of their security team
and take a risk-based approach to cybersecurity.".
Davos organizer WEF warns of growing risk of cyberattacks in Gulf
Arab News
In an interview with Arab News, John Drzik, president of global risk and digital at ... Countries
needed to “upgrade to reflect the change in the cyber risk ...
Chubb predicts three key cybersecurity trends for 2019
PropertyCasualty360
Chubb boasts more than two decades of experience writing cyber insurance policies, and
drew on that expertise to attempt to foresee the nature of this ...
UK Doubles-Down on Criticism of Huawei's Flawed Systems
Bloomberg
The annual report by the Huawei Cyber Security Evaluation Centre Oversight Board into how
the company conducts its U.K. operations is expected to ...
Unsecured MongoDB exposes 200M records of Chinese job seekers
SC Magazine
On December 28, Bob Diachenko, director of cyber risk research at HackenProof, discovered
an 854GB MongoDB database, containing information ...
Flawed cyber insurance policies could lead to years of litigation
City A.M.
The majority of cyber insurance policies on the market are riddled with flaws and may not
pay out in the event of a data breach or hack, according to ...
Tesla Offers a Model 3 as 'Bug Bounty' for Anyone Who Can Hack Into It
Bloomberg
Tesla Inc. is offering cybersecurity researchers the chance to walk away with an electric
Model 3 sedan if they can hack into the car and find ...
Thales unveils Ebbw Vale cyber security research base
BBC News
A major technology company is setting up a £20m research and development centre in the
south Wales. French-owned Thales works in the defence, ...

RBS forced to issue new debit cards after Ticketmaster cyber attacks put customers at risk
Press and Journal
Thousands of people across Scotland are being issued with new debit cards as a way of
protecting their bank details following cyber attacks on ...
Briton who knocked an entire country offline with cyber attack jailed
Telegraph.co.uk
Daniel Kaye, 30, of Egham, Surrey, masterminded a cyber attack on a telecommunications
company in Liberia, being paid $30,000 by a rival company ...
Goldman Sachs leads $8m Immersive Labs cyber security investment
Business MattersBusiness Matters
Goldman Sachs' Principal Strategic Investments group leads Series A round in company
founded by ex GCHQ researcher to help the skills of cyber
This Clever New Ransomware Attempts To Steal Your PayPal Credentials
Forbes
Of course, it goes without saying that paying the ransom isn't a good idea. The UK's National
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) has issued guidance ...
3 ways China’s military could use cyber in war
Fifth Domain
A new report articulates how China might use cyber capabilities during a conflict
How is the Met tackling international cybercrime?
Teiss
On this week’s podcast TEISS speaks with Detective Superintendent Andrew Gould, Head of
the Metropolitan Police Cyber Crime Unit, about how the Met is tackling international
cybercrime, how well nation states cooperate when it comes to tracking down the criminals
and what he’s learned from previous work in counter terrorism that is helping in the...
Cyber is an existential threat to world along with environment, says WEF report #
SC Magazine
The World Economic Forum has identified cyber as one of the top risks to stability in the
world in its Global Risks Report 2019 published this morning.
Bug bounties misguided attempt to crowdsource security, report suggests
SC Magazine
Attempts by companies to harness the wisdom of the crowd, or cut corners on security
research depending on your perspective, by launching bug bounty programmes are
misguided, researchers say
Hackers breach and steal data from South Korea's Defense Ministry
ZDNet
Government says hackers breached 30 computers and stole data from 10

These 3 software companies are good bets during a slowdown, says Morgan Stanley
CNBC
Morgan Stanley highlights three software stocks that can outperform even during a "slowing
macro environment," thanks in part to a focus on recurring revenue streams
Why it's So Hard to Implement IoT Security
SecurityWeek
IoT security is a tough challenge — involving everything from hard to implement standards;
hard to reach industrial components; and choices on how to integrate security around both
older “brownfield” and newer IoT systems and equipment

